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Level set approach to reversible epitaxial growth
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We generalize the level set approach to model epitaxial growth to include thermal detachment of atoms from
island edges. This means that islands do not always grow and island dissociation can occur. We make no
assumptions about a critical nucleus. Excellent quantitative agreement is obtained with kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations for island densities and island size distributions in the submonolayer regime.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At the present time, there is no practical approach to
itaxial growth modeling that bridges the gap between mic
scopic and macroscopic length scales. Rate equations
some hope@1#, but their reliance on uncontrolled mean-fie
approximations remains a serious obstacle. Kinetic Mo
Carlo ~KMC! simulations are very popular@2#, but scale up
to the micron range is very doubtful, even with future sup
computers.

One approach to the multiple-scale problem uses
atomic description in the vertical~growth! direction and a
continuum description in the lateral directions. Specifica
the random walk of individual atoms on a flat terrace is
placed by the solution of a diffusion equation for the mon
mer density on each terrace. This is not a new idea@3#, but
its recent rebirth in the context of thelevel set ~LVST!
method@4–6# is particularly promising in light of the rela
tively low computational cost needed to treat arbitrarily co
plicated surface morphologies. So far, good success has
achieved forirreversible epitaxial growth where LVST cal-
culations quantitatively reproduce the results of KMC calc
lations for the distribution of two-dimensional islands in t
submonolayer regime@7#.

The purpose of this paper is to extend the LVST meth
to the case ofreversibleepitaxial growth where thermal de
tachment of atoms from island edges is allowed. This ste
necessary if one hopes to produce a model that is releva
growth at elevated temperatures. Moreover, a revers
LVST growth model has significant computational adva
tages over a reversible KMC model. This is so because K
keeps track of every detaching atom, including those t
eventually return to the island from whence they came. S
events leave the system unchanged overall@8# and slow
down the simulation significantly. By contrast, the reversi
LVST scheme we develop below replaces these events
their time average and so includes only those detachm
that do not lead to subsequent reattachments. Moreover
cause of the mean-field approach, a large number of det
ment events can be treated within a single simulation t
step.

II. METHOD

A. Level sets

The level set method@9# models the time evolution o
arbitrarily shaped objects inn dimensions that can underg
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topological changes. In this paper, the relevant objects
two-dimensional islands and topological changes occur
to nucleation, dissociation, and coalescence. The key ide
to represent a curve or interfaceG in Rn by the levelk of a
function f(x,t)

Gk5$x: f~x,t !5k%, xPRn. ~1!

Here,Gk is the set of closed curves that constitute the per
eters of the islands with height (k11)a (a is the lattice
parameter!.

Figure 1 illustrates the level set description of a typic
epitaxial growth scenario. The left panel is a side view
two islands on a terrace~a! that grow to a precoalesence sta
~b! and subsequently merge~c!. Later, a new island nucleate
on top~d!. The right panel shows the corresponding level
functionsf. Note that it is notf that represents the surfac
morphology, but only the level sets (f50 andf51).

The motion ofG is partly deterministic and partly sto
chastic. There is a deterministic part because a mean-
theory is sufficient to model the time average of many of
physical processes that contribute to growth. These eff

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration on mapping island configuratio
during growth~left panel! onto a LVST functionf.
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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are built into a velocity functionvn(x,t) that evolves the
function f(x,t) in time according to the partial differentia
equation

ḟ~x,t !1vn~x,t !u“f~x,t !u50. ~2!

As the notation suggests,vn is the component of the growt
velocity in the direction of the local surface normaln
5“f/u“fu. The stochastic motion ofG is associated with
nucleation events and small-island dynamics. There is
unique algorithm to incorporate these effects intoḟ(x,t).
The particular choice we make is explained in detail belo

B. Deterministic evolution

It is convenient to write the velocityvn in Eq. ~2! in the
form

vn5vatt2vdet, ~3!

where vatt accounts for attachment processes that grow
lands andvdet accounts for detachment processes that sh
islands. The first of these is proportional to the diffusive fl
of atoms that approach an island edge from its bound
terraces. Therefore, ifD is the surface diffusion constant an
r(x,t) is the adatom density, mass conservation gives

vatt5a2DS ]r

]n U
terrace

2
]r

]nU
top of island

D . ~4!

We compute the required density from the mean-fie
driven, diffusion equation

ṙ~x,t !5D¹2r~x,t !1F22
dNnuc

dt
. ~5!

The loss term in Eq.~5!,

dNnuc~ t !

dt
5Ds1E

V
r~x,t !2d2x, ~6!

accounts for the dimers that nucleate as a result of bin
collision between monomers. The total simulation area isV
and s1 is the so-called ‘‘capture number’’ for an adato
@10#. We solve Eq.~5! subject to the boundary condition th
r50 at every point onG. This differs from the boundary
condition usually used for reversible aggregation@11# be-
cause we have elected to incorporate all detachment ef
into the velocityvdet ~see Appendix A!.

To find an explicit expression forvdet, we note first that
most particles that detach from an island are driven bac
that island by the diffusion field@11#. Our interest here is
those particles that detach without subsequent reattachm
i.e., those that escape from the ‘‘capture zone’’ of the isla
This is so because, by definition, the adatoms in the cap
zone of a given island are guaranteed to attach to that is
eventually. A relevant quantity is thuspesc, the probability
that a detached particle reaches the border of the cap
06160
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zone. The positions of these borders are easily calculated~the
locus of points where“r50! and so ispesc. We find ~Ap-
pendix B! that

pesc5
ln@~Ris1a!/Ris#

ln~Rcz/Ris!
, ~7!

where Ris and Rcz are the radii of the circularly average
island and capture zone.

We now define an effective escape rate per unit length
island perimeter as

Rdet5Ddetpescl, ~8!

whereDdet is an effective detachment rate andl is the linear
density of detaching particles~singly coordinated edge at
oms!. We usel52 for ‘‘small’’ islands and the expression
@12#

l5
16

3 S 16

15
vatt

1

Dedg
D 2/3

~9!

for ‘‘large’’ islands. The distinction between ‘‘large’’ and
‘‘small’’ islands will be made clear below.Dedg is the edge
diffusion constant@13#. FromRdet we get the desired expres
sion for the detachment velocity that enters Eq.~3!,

vdet5a2Rdet5a2Ddetpescl. ~10!

Significantly ~see below!, there is negligible extra computa
tional overhead needed to incorporate detachment in
way.

It remains only to find a home for the atoms that esca
from the islands. In the spirit of the mean-field approxim
tion, we return them to the adatom pool by simply augme
ing the external flux. That is, the variableF in Eq. ~5! is

F5F01F rev, ~11!

whereF0 is the deposition flux and

F rev5
1

VE
G
RdetdG ~12!

is the escape rate of atoms from all island edges. In
integral,G runs over all level sets off(x,t) @see Eq.~1!#.

C. Stochastic evolution

A nucleation event occurs when the variableNnuc in Eq.
~6! becomes larger than the next integer. This implies t
f(x,t) increases by a discrete amount at a discrete poin
the interest of numerical stability, we smooth out this i
crease over several points on the numerical grid used to s
Eq. ~5!. The exact position where the dimer nucleates is c
sen randomly with the integrand of Eq.~6! as a weight factor
@7#.

Randomness is also important for detachment fr
‘‘small’’ islands that consist of only a few atoms. Our ap
proach is to choose an island areaAcut and treat all islands
smaller than this size statistically. Thus, in a given time
2-2
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LEVEL SET APPROACH TO REVERSIBLE EPITAXIAL GROWTH PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 061602
terval, we use Eq.~8! to calculate the total number of ada
toms that detach from all islands smaller thanAcut. This
corresponds to a total area lossAloss. If Aloss.A1, the area
occupied by one atom, we detach an atom from one of
islands smaller thanAcut. The specific island that loses a
atom is chosen randomly withpesc as a weight factor. We
then decrementAloss by A1 and repeat the process un
Aloss,A1. This value is stored and added to the loss t
occurs in the next time interval. If a detachment proc
leads to an island smaller than a dimer, we dissociate
dimer and decrementAloss accordingly.

We emphasize thatAcut is not the area of a critical
nucleus, i.e., an island that is absolutely stable aga
breakup. Instead,Acut is merely the size of the smalles
‘‘large’’ island that we use as a parameter to switch betwe
statistical and continuous detachment. In the context of
approach, the critical nucleus is defined by the condit
vatt5vdet @see Eq.~3!#.

III. RESULTS

A. Parameter choices and systematics

All the LVST simulations reported here use the val
D/F05106. Dedg in Eq. ~9! was chosen as 104 and calcula-
tions where carried out on a 2003200 lattice represented o
a numerical grid of 5683568 points. To determineAcut, we
compared runs with different choices for this parameter
looked for stabilization of the physical results. Thus, Fig
compares island and adatom densities as a function of
erageQ obtained forAcut54, 6, and 8 at a detachment ra
of Ddet/D50.001. Based on this data and related statist
tests, we find that our results are independent ofAcut if Acut
>6. Therefore, we useAcut56 in all subsequent simulations

FIG. 2. Influence ofAcut on the adatom densityr ~a! and the
island densityN ~b! as a function of coverageQ for Ddet/D
50.001. Data have been averaged over ten runs.
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Figure 3 illustrates the role of detachment during grow
It showsF rev from Eq.~11! as a function ofF0t for different
values ofDdet/D. The fact thatF rev has its highest values a
the earliest stages of growth~for the higher values of
Ddet/D) shows that most of the effective detachment tak
place when the islands are quite small. Indeed, as isla
grow bigger, fewer particles escape from the island bou
aries since the number of escaping particles relative to
perimeter of the growing islands becomes smaller a
smaller.

B. Comparison to KMC

As a critical test, we compared our LVST results direc
with KMC simulations@2,14#. In our KMC simulations ada-
toms are allowed to hop to a nearest-neighbor site at a
r n5D exp(2nEN /kBT), where n is the number of neares
neighbors,kB the Boltzmann constant, andT the tempera-
ture. Adatoms are deposited at a rateF0. In all simulations
presented in this paper the ratioD/F0 is set to 106. The
energy barrier EN is chosen such thatDdet5D exp
(2EN /kBT). In addition, singly coordinated edge atoms a
allowed to diffuse along the step edge at a rateDedg. We
choseDedg5Ddet, but the results were not sensitive to th
parameter as long as the islands were compact~as our LVST
model assumes!.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 respectively show the adatom den
island density, and island size distribution obtained by b
methods as a function of detachment rate. These curves a
with previous reversible KMC simulations@11,15,16# that
discuss, e.g., the physical origin of the observed saturatio
the island densities and the sharpening of the island
distributions. Evidently, there is semiquantitative agreem
between LVST and KMC. The size distributions results a
particularly notable because they reflect information ab
spatial correlations that are averaged over to getr andN.

The only disagreement we find between LVST and KM
is for the saturation value of the island density for the sm
est value of the detachment rate. We understand this base
recent research@17# with irreversible growth where a corre
sponding disagreementvanisheswhen ther50 boundary
condition for Eq.~5! is applied not at the true perimeter o
each island~as we do! but instead at a closed boundary th
exceeds the perimeter everywhere by one lattice cons
The disagreement disappears altogether when the island

FIG. 3. Escape rate of atoms from all island edgesF rev @see Eq.
~12!# as a function of coverageQ for different values ofDdet/D.
Simulation parameters as in Fig. 2, exceptAcut56.
2-3
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PETERSEN, RATSCH, CAFLISCH, AND ZANGWILL PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 061602
sity is small. This is consistent with our observations beca
we get good agreement with KMC when the detachment
is large~and the island density is small!.

Figure 7 shows some systematic features of revers
growth as a function of the effective detachment rate. T

FIG. 4. Adatom densities as obtained by the level set method~a!
and KMC ~b!. In the LVST calculation all parameters are as in F
2, exceptAcut56.

FIG. 5. Island densitiesN as obtained by the level set method~a!
and KMC ~b!. Parameters as in Fig. 4.
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LVST data ~collected at 0.25 ML coverage! show that the
average adatom density increases linearly withDdet while the
average island density decreases exponentially withDdet.
Unfortunately, we have been unable to derive these inter
ing results analytically using rate equations.

The data in Fig. 6 was easy to obtain because, beginn
with an irreversible growth simulation, theextra computa-
tional cost to include detachment is very small for LVS
compared to KMC. This is so because LVST precisely s
presses the time-consuming detachment/attachment fluc
tions that occupy a KMC simulation. Moreover, the LVS
has essentially no restriction on the number of detachm
events simulated during a specific time step. Quantitativ
Fig. 8 shows that the LVST method requires only negligib
more run time to include detachment whereas the KM
simulation cost increases sharply as the detachment rat
creases. The LVST results depend very weakly on the rat
detachment because the increased cost is associated w
with reductions in the step advance rate. Specifically,
adatom density rises with increasing detachment rate so
gradients evaluated in Eq.~4! become larger. But the ste
advance rate is limited by the condition that the boundary
the level set function can advance only one grid point in e
simulation step. This implies that the scaling should be e

.

FIG. 6. Island size distributions wherens is the density of is-
lands of sizes, ^s& is the average island size, andQ is the cover-
age. Closed circles, level set result; open squares, KMC. Det
ment rates are in~a!, Ddet/D50.0001;~b!, Ddet/D50.0005; and in
~c!, Ddet/D50.001. Data have been sampled atQ50.25. Other
parameters as in Fig. 4.
2-4
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LEVEL SET APPROACH TO REVERSIBLE EPITAXIAL GROWTH PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 061602
better for simulations of, say, annealing processes, wh
there is no deposition flux and the adatom density is v
low.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have developed a method to model e
taxial growth including atomic detachment from island edg
within the context of the level set method. By all reasona
measures, the results are in excellent agreement with K
simulations. Moreover, the LVST simulations scale sign
cantly in CPU-time demand than KMC simulations when t
effective detachment rate is large. This is so because
mean-field method eliminates the many atomic detachm
events~each processed separately in KMC! that do not lead
to successful escape from an island.

FIG. 7. Equilibrium adatom densityr ~a! and equilibrium den-
sity of islandsN ~b!. Data have been sampled at 0.25 covera
Other parameters as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 8. Scaling of the level set and KMC method as a funct
of detachment rate. Runtimest are normalized to the runtime of th
irreversible caset0. Parameters as in Fig. 4.
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APPENDIX A: BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The usual boundary condition for reversible growth@11#
setsr5req at every island perimeter. In this Appendix, w
relatereq to the detachment velocityvdet used in this paper.
The idea is to consider two adatom densities,r̄ and r as
schematically shown in Fig. 9.r̄ (r) is the system where
the adatom density drops toreq (r50) at the island bound-
ary. We then write down diffusion for both adatom densiti
and derive from those the respective reversible growth
locities.

Let r̄ ~the solid line in Fig. 9! be the exact solution of

05D¹2r̄~x!1F0 , xPV, ~A1!

r̄~x!5req, xP]B~ t !, ~A2!

whereV is the domain,]B(t) the island boundaries, andreq

is the ~finite! equilibrium value ofr̄(x) at the island bound-
aries due to detachment of atoms.

If C(t) is the capture zone and]C(t) its boundary
~dashed line in Fig. 9!, then with the boundary condition

]r̄

]n
50, xP]C~ t ! ~A3!

we can uniquely solve the diffusion equation~A1!.
In this case the reversible growth velocity is given by E

~4! ~labeledvI in Fig. 9!.
Now we want to replacer̄ by a adatom densityr ~dashed

line in Fig. 9! such that

05D¹2r~x!1F01F rev, xPV, ~A4!

r~x!50, xP]B~ t !, ~A5!

.

FIG. 9. Schematic illustration to the derivation of the equiv
lence ofvdet andreq.
2-5
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wereF rev is as explained in Eq.~11! the diffusive flux away
from the island boundary due to detachment.

It follows from Eqs.~A1! and ~A4! that

¹2r~x!5
F01F rev

F0
¹2r̄~x! ~A6!

and therefore

r~x!5
F01F rev

F0
@ r̄~x!2req#. ~A7!

If we want the two systemsr̄ andr to be equivalent, then we
must require

E
C(t)

r~x!d2x5E
C(t)

r̄~x!d2x. ~A8!

Combining Eqs.~A7! and ~A8! we obtain

F01F rev

F0
E

C(t)
@ r̄~x!2req#d

2x5E
C(t)

r̄~x!d2x, ~A9!

which is equivalent to

F revE
C(t)

r̄~x!d2x5~F01F rev!E
C(t)

reqd
2x. ~A10!

If A(C) is the area of the capture zone, the relation betw
F rev andreq is

F rev5
F0

1

A~C!
E

C(t)

r̄~x!

req
d2x21

. ~A11!

Assuming thatRdet is independent ofdG we can rewrite Eq.
~12! as

F rev5
1

V
RdetL. ~A12!

Then, Eq.~10! reduces to

vdet5a2
V

L
F rev5a2

V

L

F0

1

A~C!
E

C(t)

r̄~x!

req
d2x21

.

~A13!
ev

R

06160
n

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF Pesc

Any atom that detaches from an island but does not re
the capture zone boundary is driven by the diffusion fie
back to the island. In such a case,pesc is zero. But if the
detached adatom does reach the border of the capture z
pesc is 1. Therefore, to determine the probability distributio
P(x) for all possible paths of an detaching adatom, we so
the diffusion equation

¹2P~x!50, ~B1!

with the boundary condition

P~x!5H 0, xPSis

1, xPScz
, ~B2!

where Sis and Scz are the border of the island and of th
capture zone respectively. These boundary conditions re
sent the either successfully escape~probability 1 to reach
Scz) or the reattachment to the island~0 at Sis).

Equations~B1! and ~B2! can in principle be solved for
any island and capture zone geometry. But in our calcu
tions we assume for simplicity a spherical average for bo
the islands and the capture zones. For this case the ge
solution to Eqs.~B1! and ~B2! is

P~x!5
ln~ uxu/Ris!

ln~Rcz/Ris!
, ~B3!

whereRis andRcz are the radii of the island and of the ca
ture zone. From this we obtain the escape probability o
detached atom by takinguxu5Ris1a (a is the lattice param-
eter! because when an adatom detaches, it is roughly at
tancea from the island boundary. Therefore,

pesc5
ln@~Ris1a!/Ris#

ln~Rcz/Ris!
. ~B4!
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